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	Today there are talking toasters, cars that start themselves using voice recognition, and telephones that use voice commands. But those are not the only examples of digital sound. The ubiquitous earbuds and tiny MP3 players show how common it is to listen to digital music. Digital Music: Computers That Make Music examines digital sound's basic principles, history, physics, and different formats and how it became so prevalent in the digital world. Because the Internet has made it so easy to share digital files, this volume includes a discussion of the legal implications of sharing music and other files. This accessible title also considers some of the possible trends in the future of digital music.
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Transfixation: Atlas of Anatomical Sections for the External Fixation of LimbsSpringer, 1987

	The past 25 years have seen a progressive improvement in external

	fixation techniques in terms of patient acceptability, ease of appli

	cation and apparatus stability. The recent awareness in Europe of

	the method, application and excellent results of the technique pio

	neered by G. A. Ilizarov has caused a rapid increase here in...
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Sass EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Develop efficient and streamlined CSS styles using Sass for any website or online application with minimal effort and maximum scope for reusability in future projects


	About This Book

	
		Streamline CSS development using the power of SASS
	
		Discover how to transition existing projects to...
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Idea to Image in Photoshop CS2: Rick Sammon's Guide to Enhancing Your Digital PhotographsPeachpit Press, 2006
From "America's Most Popular Photo Expert" comes this beautiful book on working and playing with the Photoshop digital darkroom.

World-famous, award-winning professional photographer and writer Rick Sammon, author of 25 books and host of 2 television programs,...
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Skin: The Complete Guide to Digitally Lighting, Photographing, and Retouching Faces and BodiesSybex, 2010

	Revised and thoroughly updated, this practical guide to photographing people is better than ever!


	What is the color of skin? You may think you know, until you enter the world of digital photography and try to reproduce what you see. Differences in software, lighting, computer calibration—everything has an impact on...
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How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 7: Creating stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2008
Having trouble getting an artistic idea out of your head and onto the screen? Want to produce amazing creations in Elements without reading pages and pages of instructions? How to Cheat in Elements is the can't-miss book with the can-do attitude. Under the expert guidance of Elements masters David Asch and Steve Caplin, you'll get the hands-on...
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Customizing the Microsoft  .NET Framework Common Language Runtime (Pro-Developer (Paperback))Microsoft Press, 2005
The introduction of Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 marks the  third major release of the core component in the Microsoft .NET platform  strategy. With each subsequent release of the .NET Framework, the reach of the  .NET platform is extended as the managed code programming model is made  available in more application models. For...
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